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Coaching team 
 
Julie Temperley, Design Team Coach 
 
Julie Temperley works with the Lab's design teams and partners to support our work to grow an ambitious 
new education movement committed to the design of extraordinary learning. Julie is an expert on education 
research, learning and evidence for innovation. 
 
Julie is a Senior Associate at Innovation Unit, where she designs projects with an emphasis on evaluation, 
learning and diffusion in public sector innovation. She is currently designing new education practices with the 
Elevate Program in New South Wales, Australia.  
 
Before joining Innovation Unit, Julie was Associate Director at the Centre for the Use of Research and 
Evaluation in Education (CUREE) and worked for the (then) National College for School Leadership 
specialising in professional learning, networks and system leadership. 
 
In the past, Julie has written for peer reviewed journals and taken part in systematic reviews and meta-
analyses. Now she focuses on developing disciplined and engaging enquiry processes and tools for policy 
and decision makers and for practitioners working across the public sector, whose goals are to change 
practice and/or transform their system. 
 
 
David Jackson, Leadership and School Design Coach 
 
David Jackson is the Lab's resident Leadership and Local System expert, and supports our radical school 
redesign work, working with individual schools and across education programmes. David is an expert on 
education and leadership facilitation and coaching for innovation. 
 
David is a Partner at Innovation Unit, where he offers leadership and innovation coaching to a broad range of 
public sector projects and national programmes. He is currently a coach to three large projects within the 
DfE’s Children’s Social Care Innovation Programme. David was instrumental in Innovation Unit's work with 
New York’s iZone360, including direct work with schools and networks, brokerage of ‘design partners’ and 
coaching for NYC’s Innovation Team. 
 
David has worked with specific councils on the development of multi-school trusts, school federations and 
integrated service solutions and also national government-funded projects such as Next Practice in System 
Leadership and the NCSL sponsored ‘Spreading Innovation Across Local Authorities’ programme.  
 
Previously Director of Research and School Improvement at the National College, David oversaw the 
development of New Visions, which became the national program for new headteachers in England. A 
former secondary school headteacher, he has also taught on Leadership Masters programmes at the 
universities of Cambridge and Nottingham. 
 
 
Joseph Harrington, Service Designer and School Design Coach 
 
Joseph Harrington is the Lab’s resident Service Design expert and supports our efforts to bring disciplined 
design thinking into our school system. Joseph is an expert in human-centred design and strategy, from the 
delivery of innovative services to the development of policy.  
 



 

Joseph is a Senior Associate at Innovation Unit, where he designs projects with an emphasis on 
organisation and culture change, service design and system transformation. He has experience working as a 
service design consultant across the public sector; leading projects from social research with vulnerable 
groups to transformation work at the service delivery, strategic, organisational and policy levels. In 
partnership with the Fundación Telefónica, Joseph has been supporting a range of system leaders across 
Brazil to design and deliver local transformations projects. These projects ranged from establishing local 
school networks, to supporting radical school redesign, to the implementation of new models of schooling 
from around the globe.  
 
Before joining Innovation Unit, he was leading the public sector work at Engine Service Design for several 
years before working with Participle in leading a prototyping programme and running a programme of work to 
develop ethical practice in service design for the consultancy Uscreates. 
 
Joseph has lectured on design practice and approaches widely, both in his previous role as programme 
leader and lecturer at Goldsmiths College, London and at national and international conferences. He is a 
member of a commission from the House of Lords examining the role of design in delivery more effective 
public services at lower cost. 


